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Popular political participation is undisputedly a major principle in modern democracies. 

Yet, its specific patterns, and moreover the particular directions it takes amongst non-

middle class strata, leaves both liberals and Marxists perplexed. While the former expect 

disadvantaged groups to follow their universal message, the latter still awaits the working 

class to awake from its false consciousness. In recent decades, both of these ideological 

opponents seek to adapt their participatory models to better address the 

cultural/identity attributes of the marginalised hoping that this will deliver their 

emancipatory message better.  

The social protest since late 2010 has shown a new trajectory in citizen participation that 

does not register with either tradition. That is, while not organising as a class-for-itself the 

marginalised also do not subscribe to a universal discourse of rights. By examining the 

struggle for public housing in Israel, I consider the role of these new forms of political 

participation and rethink how they challenge the liberal/Marxist dichotomy. The paper 

thus proposes new conceptual directions for the state-of-the-art theorisation of popular 

political participation. 
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